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• The bilateral trade between India and the U.S. has increased by 
7.65% to USD 128.55 in 2022-23 as against USD 119.5 billion 
in 2021-22. Exports to the U.S. rose by 2.81% to USD 78.31 
billion in 2022-23 as against USD 76.18 billion in 2021-22, while 
imports grew by about 16% to USD 50.24 billion.
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• Following red flags raised by food regulators in Hong Kong and 
Singapore regarding the presence of a cancer-causing 
ingredient in certain Indian spice products from some brands, 
the Indian government has ordered food commissioners to 
collect samples of spices from all manufacturing units in the 
country.

•

• The harmful substance, ethylene oxide, has been classified as 
a ‘Group 1 carcinogen’ by the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer.

• Ethylene oxide is banned for use in food items in India.



• Ethylene oxide, primarily used 
as a sterilizing agent and 
insecticide, poses health risks 
including irritation of the eyes, 
skin, nose, throat, and lungs, 
as well as potential long-term 
effects on the central nervous 
system and carcinogenic 
properties.

•



Archaeological Sites 
Discovered in Telangana



• Recently, three new archaeological sites were discovered in Telangana 
by a team of archaeologists led by Prof. K.P. Rao. 

• A unique Iron Age megalithic site having over 200 monuments with a 
new type of megalithic monument known as ‘Dolmenoid Cists’, not 
found elsewhere in India. 

• It was found at place called Ooragutta near Bandala village, 
Telangana.

• These "Dolmenoid cists" have capstones that determine the shape of 
the monument, unlike the usual square or rectangular forms.



• The monuments are estimated to be around 1,000 BCE.

• It was suggested that these might be an earlier form of the more 
common square/rectangular megaliths seen in India and similar 
to European Passage Chambers.

• The team also discovered two new rock art sites at Damaratogu 
village.

• It includes the site, "Devarlabanda Mula" featuring animal depictions 
without humans or weapons/domestic animals.







Geofencing



• The Election Commission of India (ECI)’s website has been blocked 
outside India for months for security reasons.

• The geofenced sites include the ECI’s Home Page, its Voter 
registration portal, and its Right to Information portal. 

• But, the results portal, which reports the outcome of all polls the ECI 
administers, remains accessible.



• Geofencing:

• Geofencing means “security by obscurity” measure, which allows 
those running websites to evade the most direct forms of cyber 
attacks from abroad by being fully inaccessible.

• Geofencing makes search engines less effective at indexing searched 
pages and turning them up in results.

• On the other side, good-faith security researchers are also 
prevented from flagging vulnerabilities while probing sites from 
abroad.





50 Years of Chipko 
Movement



• The Chipko movement, which originated in the 1970s in the Himalayan villages of Reni and 
Mandal, marked its 50th anniversary recently. 

• The Chipko movement was a non-violent protest that began in the Chamoli 
district of Uttarakhand (then Uttar Pradesh), India, in 1973. Led by environmental 
activists such as Sundarlal Bahuguna and Gaura Devi, among others, the 
movement aimed to prevent the felling of trees in the Himalayan region.

• The name “Chipko” comes from the Hindi word meaning “embrace,” as 
villagers hugged the trees to prevent their cutting.



• The original Chipko movement dates back to 1730 
when Amrita Devi Bishnoi and over 300 others from 
the Bishnoi sect sacrificed their lives protesting the 
felling of Khejarli trees in Rajasthan.)

•









• He spearheaded the Chipko 
movement in the 1970s to protect trees 
in the Himalayas, popularizing the 
slogan “ecology is permanent 
economy.”

• He advocated for the integration of 
ecology and economy, emphasizing their 
interconnectedness. Bahuguna 
protested against the Tehri Dam 
project, undertaking a 56-day fast.

•





He received the Padma Vibhushan in 2009 for his environmental activism.

Bahuguna supported women-led movements against the liquor mafia and 
championed the Beej Bachao Andolan to preserve Himalayan biodiversity. 

He also led a 4,800 km padayatra from Kashmir to Kohima to raise awareness 
about Himalayan issues. 



Summit of the Future 2024



• UN Secretary-General Guterres highlights Multilateral Development Banks (MDB) 
reform as a key theme at the upcoming Summit of the Future during UNGA, 
praising the Indian G20 presidency’s efforts.

•

• About the Summit: The Summit of the Future 2024 is a flagship event 
organized during the annual high-level UN General Assembly meeting in 
September. It focuses on key global issues, with a particular emphasis 
on reforming multilateral development banks (MDBs) to address 
contemporary challenges like poverty and climate crisis.



‘Pink’ hydrogen



• India is considering amending the Atomic Energy Act, 1962, to allow private 
investments in the nuclear sector, aiming to boost nuclear capacity and promote 
clean energy initiatives, particularly hydrogen.

• Currently, the Act restricts private ownership of nuclear plants, but proposed 
amendments would enable private companies to participate in certain activities, 
such as financing, project development, and equipment supply.

• The production of ‘pink’ hydrogen, which is generated through electrolysis powered 
by nuclear energy.

•









Thank you 
guys.


